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Experimental Aircraft Wiring

Understand that these current ratings are estimated (by TEST) peak current figures. Most installations under typical conditions will fall well below these numbers. 
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Experimental Aircraft Wiring The Easy Way There are three basic goals we should all have in mind when wiring our aircraft. 1) Desire to use wire no larger than required for a specific device/circuit a. Wire is expensive (and if it isn’t – you shouldn’t be using cheap stuff in your aircraft!) b. Wire is heavy c. Smaller wire is easier to route, easier to protect and easier to fit connections 2) Desire to use wire large enough to minimize voltage drop. We want whatever we are wiring to operate at top efficiency. 3) Desire to maintain adequate safety margin. Melting wires are never a good thing – especially at altitude enroute over terrain. Begin by determining the current you must carry. For DC circuits, this is relatively easy. A lot of equipment is rated directly in current draw – Amps. Some equipment is rated in Watts – mostly lighting equipment. The power in Watts will be printed right on a bulb or stamped on the base. To derive amps use the basic formulas shown here.



Understand that these current ratings are estimated (by TEST) peak current figures. Most installations under typical conditions will fall well below these numbers. And even when all variables involved “stack-up” against us (cold day, high compression, etc.), these peak numbers are rarely reached for more than a brief period of time (initial inrush and/or first compression stroke before propeller/engine has acquired workload assisting momentum). Now let’s consider the total wire run from the battery to the starter. The chart below assumes a permissible ½ volt drop over the indicated length of cable, which is certainly acceptable for a starter application. An additional voltage loss of ½ volt should be anticipated through both the main and starter solenoids resulting in a little more than 11 volts being made available to the starter during cranking (typical 12+ volt static battery voltage). Using the chart, we determine an aircraft utilizing a Sky-Tec LS starter requiring a ten-foot cable run to the battery located behind the baggage compartment should utilize a minimum of a 4 AWG cable. Compensating for realistic conditions (low battery, etc.), we go to the next size larger for a safety margin and we’re at 2 AWG. Now in reality, we have to balance the mathematical results with mechanical facts. Larger wire is only marginally heavier and allows for stronger/larger terminal connections. We would err on the side of caution and run 1 AWG if our routing installation allowed for it.



Once the current load is determined, it is then just a matter of determining the proper gauge of wire required for any given length of wire run. Given the context of this web site, let us consider a typical aircraft starter installation. Determining current load is much more difficult to determine. The amount of current required to start an engine depends on a number of variables that determine the force required to turn a given engine at a desirable RPM. This force varies depending on cylinder compression, temperature and other variables. So rather than calculating an actual current load, it is much more reasonable to start with a conservative estimate. Testing at Sky-Tec has determined the following as reasonable peak current loads for the following 12V Lycoming starters. Typical 12V Lycoming Starter Peak Current Loads



Remember, the starter is simply an appliance in the middle of the electrical circuit (not the “end”) so you should use the same gauge wire to ground the circuit (starter/engine) as well. The circuit is only as efficient as its least efficient component. So it doesn’t make any sense to run 1 AWG to the starter only to have a 4 AWG wire between the starter/engine and aircraft ground or between the battery and aircraft ground. Your circuit is only a good as your ground (or the weakest component in the total circuit). DON’T FORGET TO ENGINEER THE GROUND CONNECTIONS TOO. Finally, remember that wire sizes for lighting are more critical than for other applications. Lighting is rated at 13.5 available volts, not 12. So a ½ volt drop results in 13.0 volts. At 95% of rated voltage, however, an incandescent light bulb produces 80% of the rated luminous intensity. Figure on the high side when sizing for incandescent lighting.



Wire Gauge AWG 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 1 0



Maximum length in feet for maximum ½ volt drop (12V system) 1



2



4



6



8



10



12



15



20



50



100



200



106 150 224 362 572 908 1452 2342 3702 6060 7692 9708



53 75 112 181 286 454 726 1171 1851 3030 3846 4854



26 37 56 90 143 227 363 585 925 1515 1923 2427



17 25 37 60 95 151 241 390 616 1009 1280 1616



13 18 28 45 71 113 181 292 462 757 961 1213



15 22 36 57 90 145 234 370 606 769 970



12 18 30 47 75 120 194 307 503 638 805



14 24 38 60 96 155 246 403 511 645



18 28 45 72 117 185 303 384 485



29 46 76 121 153 194



23 37 60 76 97



30 38 48
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Experimental wiring 

Between the two pages, everything you never wanted to know about alrcraft starter wiring is covered. On experimental applications Sky-Tec LS. PM & HT starters ...
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Aircraft Wiring for Smart People 

Dec 4, 2004 - This covers 98% of aircraft wiring, and good thing too. ..... possibly make the airplane any harder to work on? And why .... elbow like a rope and make 10 loops. ... using welding cable from your local welding supply house. Yes, it's ..
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Aircraft Wiring for Smart People - AeroElectric Connection 

Sep 10, 2004 - simple ideas in physics and matters of historical fact. ...... amperes/square-inch of current density and voltage ...... one I use in the lab that has a laptop port and a book full of features. ... with these â€“ the jaws are not harde
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Aircraft Electrical Wiring Interconnect System (EWIS) - Federal Aviation 

approved or added to a Qualified Products List. ...... required for electronic equipment to provide ...... Household wire or wire used on consumer electronics not.
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Aircraft Electrical Wiring Interconnect System (EWIS) - Federal Aviation 

â€¢In the late 1980s, wiring safety concerns were raised due to accidents. & incidents ... Standardizing the format of Standard Wiring Practices Manual. Study of ...
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with kent paser experimental aircraft per,formance improvement 

to check the fluid reservoirs in the master cylinders ..... 'For the anti-reversion s-ystem, the exhaustpipe upper-en& arejlared and *velded to thejlange outer edges. ..... engine cylinder intake valve is open. ...... then slam the main wheels down.
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Advice to the Experimental Aircraft Builder and Comments on 

they have many years experience with many configura- ... Most engineers are teachers at heart and are ..... FAA mechanic's certificate, as quoted from FAR 65,.
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Advice to the Experimental Aircraft Builder and Comments on 

By D. M. Kauffman. Manager of Technical ... a certain course to avoid trouble later during design, or construction. ... formula out of several applies to the problem at hand. When you do ..... plant rating must show his ability to make satisfactory.
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service loop wiring service loop wiring service loop wiring - Zoro.com 

direct artificial light that may be on after dark, i.e. through windows or from lighted signs etc. .... L'épaisseur de la surface ne doit pas être supérieure à 0,95 cm.
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Wiring diagram 

A1 A2 A3. Totes. En. B.O. TAIL. C4. B11. B12. B5. B3. B.O. LIGHT. SERV. TAIL. SERV. STOP. MB / GPW WIRING DIAGRAM. Copyright 1996 C.B. Mueller.
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Wiring diagram 

VOLTAGE. REGULATOR. O CD. B. O. TAIL. B AF. D O. B. 0. STOP I. STARTER. FKIL. F2. OO. Au,ILIE. FILTER BOX. GENERATOR. COIL. I. Be 156 E4. O AMP.
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Wiring Tips 

The big cable to the starter is typically American Wire Gauge (AWG) No. ... from exhaust gas temperature gauges, cylin- der head ... strain on them. The bundles ...
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Wiring Diagram 

(F10 only) Check RTD Sensor Probe & harness. Replace if necessary. If oven is overheating, disconnect power. If oven continues to overheat when the power is.
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Wiring Diagrams 

Wiring Colors for MerCruiser. NOTE: Color codes listed below DO NOT apply to fuel injection system harnesses. BIA COLOR CODE AND ABBREVIATIONS.
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Wiring Diagram 

Practical tip. PLEASE ... effect. In absence of such requirements, it is recommenced to check with local authorities having .... "coanda effect" are recommended.
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WIRING DIAGRAM 

SUPERFICIE CALIENTE. SURFACE CHAUDE. LEGEND 1 / LEYENDA 1 / LEGENDE 1. CODE / CODIGO /. CODE. STYLE / ESTILO / STYLE. CODE. 1. 2. 3. 5. 6.
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AIRCRAFT 

position while performing any procedures on the engine. Figure 1 Defect. 1. Remove starting ... secure the bushing to the plate as shown in figure 2 (repaired).
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AIRCRAFT 

Observing the engine manufacturers ground run-up procedures allow the engine to reach operating temperatures and perform a normal magneto check. 2.
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AIRCRAFT 

Example of Date Mfg.: a) 901: 9 is year of manufacture = 1979; 01 is work week of manufacture = week of January. 1. b) 021: 0 is year of manufacture = 1980; ...
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AIRCRAFT 

Field reports indicate that occasionally switches performing the "Switch Function" listed in Table 1 have been found to leave the right magneto "Live" or "Hot." ...
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1982 corvette ecm wiring diagram wiring diagrams dbid 2k3lv 
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shop talk Wiring Help 

price anywhere from about $20 to $30. The alligator clips are Radio Shack part number 270-. 356. They have red and black vinyl coverings. I used No. 14 lamp ...
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Supplemental Wiring Sheet 

supplémentaire doit rester avec la fiche technique d'origine fournie avec le réfrigérateur, sous la garniture de charnière supérieure droite. fIche TechNIQUe d' ...
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ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM 

riv er' s. S ide). Door Key Lock and Unlock SW. (Driver' s Side). Door Lock Motor (Driver' ... C A. P14. P15. P11. J 9. (A. ), J10. (B. ) D13. Junction. C onnector. J 6. 20. 10 ..... Joining Wire Harness and Wire Harness (Connector Location) .... 92.
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